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DRIVING DIGITAL
BUSINESS

Digital business is blurring the lines between the 
digital and the physical worlds, disrupting all industries 
and redefining the role of IT. In this new era, people, 
businesses and things are connecting, transacting  
and even negotiating with one another directly. 

Gartner Symposium/ITxpo is the most 
influential and strategic IT conference for  
CIOs and their leadership teams, attracting 
500+ attendees including over 200 CIOs. 

CIOs, business leaders and technology providers  
who understand and harness digital technologies and 
business moments will play a leading role in helping 
their organizations or government agencies win in this 
new environment.

At Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2015, 19 – 21 May, 
in Dubai, UAE, more than 500 CIOs and senior IT 
executives learn how to realize, build and optimize digital 
opportunities, move digital business from theory to 
practice, and evolve their own IT leadership to become 
indispensable in the new digital business world.



The Power of Gartner
CIOs and senior IT executives like 
you rely on Gartner for IT research, 
personalized and unbiased insight,  
and invaluable networking to help you with 
important decision making for your organization. 
Gartner delivers everything you need to advance 
your personal development as business leaders 
— efficiently and effectively.
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CIO

Applications

Business Intelligence & Information Management

Infrastructure & Operations

Strategic Initiatives

Five role-based 
tracks, including  
90+ sessions

The CIO Program 

Take your digital strategy from 
theory to practice and optimize the 
digital opportunities that directly 
contribute to your organization’s 
primary objectives.

Through an exclusive CIO Program  
to the expansive IT role and 
industry-based track coverage,  
the agenda and on-site journey are 
tailored to your priorities. 

p. 8
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Digital Business

Women CIO Forum

Skills, Culture and  
Leadership

Financial Services

Government & Public Sector

Oil & Gas

Special-topic tracks

Industry Insight
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Gartner Analyst 
Opening Keynote

p. 6

Mastermind Interview 
Keynotes

p. 6

Plan your EXPERIENCE

CIO Program Keynotes

Signature Series p.10 High-demand sessions on current  
and future trends
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Solution provider 
sessions

ITxpo theaters
Presentations include Magic  
Quadrants, MarketScopes and  
Hype Cycles

Face-to-face solution 
provider meetings

Facilitated  
networking

Industry  
networking

Peer Connect  
sessions

Special event

ITxpo Reception

engage with a team of  
25+ analysts through track 
presentations, complimentary 
one-on-one meetings,  
analyst-facilitated workshops, 
roundtables and more. 

Forge meaningful face-to-face 
relationships with IT leaders who 
share similar challenges — 
exchange ideas and solve 
problems collaboratively.  
See page 11. 

explore, test-drive and evaluate 
cutting-edge IT products and 
services from more than 40 
solution providers and emerging 
technology providers. 

Customize your agenda with Gartner Events Navigator  
Click the “agenda” tab on gartner.com/me/symposium or download  
the mobile app.

Gartner Analyst  
One-on-One Meetings
Complimentary private meetings

Gartner Analyst-User 
Roundtables
exchange of peer practices

Workshops
Small-scale and interactive, 
with a how-to focus

ITxpo  
exhibit floor

p. 20
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Gartner Opening Keynote Speakers

INSPIRED by forward-thinking keynotes

Gartner Analyst Opening Keynote: Driving Digital Business
In the Gartner opening keynote, a team of leading Gartner analysts present a vision of 
digital leadership for 2015. CIOs and IT leaders gain a new perspective on the technology 
industry, its impact on business and society, and the future of the IT profession. Building on 
Gartner’s pioneering work on the digital industrial economy and the Nexus of Forces, the 
opening keynote sets the stage for a remarkable three-day event.

Mastermind Keynote
Strategic perspectives from industry luminaries come to light in live, 
onstage interviews and presentations.

A Silicon Valley icon and philanthropist for more than thirty years, 
Steve has helped shape the computing industry with his design of 
Apple's fi rst line of products the Apple I and II and infl uenced the 
popular Macintosh. In 1976, Wozniak and Steve Jobs founded 
Apple Computer Inc. with Wozniak's Apple I personal computer. 
Wozniak currently serves as Chief Scientist for Fusion-io and is a 
published author with his New York Times best selling 
autobiography, iWoz: From Computer Geek to Cult Icon.

Steve Wozniak
Co-Founder of Apple, Inc. 
and Chief Scientist, Fusion-io

Peter Sondergaard
Senior Vice President, 
Research

Richard Hunter
Vice President & 
Gartner Fellow

David Willis
Vice President & 
Distinguished Analyst



 
LEAD by example
Expand your leadership potential with these tracks.

•    Special-topic tracks: Digital Business and Skills,  
Culture and Leadership. See Page 17 for details.

Receive ACTIONABLE advice
The agenda is designed to help you enhance your  
current road map:

•    Renovate the core: Change, evolve or optimize your 
existing legacy environment and where renovation is 
not possible

•    Exploit the new: Leverage the new practices and 
technologies that support innovation

•    Provide and cultivate leadership: Learn new ways  
to lead and make organizational adjustments through 
the digital transformation
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CUSTOMIZE your experience
A wealth of session types are designed to fit your role, 
industry and learning style. 

•   Industry Insight has expanded to 3 industry verticals to 
cover your needs. See Page 15 for details.

•   The Peer Connect networking track adds attendee-
networking sessions, activities and functions to your 
agenda. See Page 11 for details. 

No shortage of ways to CONNECT
Enhanced Peer Connect networking experience — a new 
program dedicated to making it easier for best practice 
sharing and connecting with like-minded peers including:

• Industry meet-and-greet and Peer Connect Networking 
sessions

• Meal Based Peer Connect networking sessions 

• An evening of fun at Wednesday night’s special event

• Lounge facilities to meet with peers, relax and 
socialise.

• Gartner Analyst-User Roundtables and topic based 
Workshops
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The exclusive CIO Program at Gartner Symposium/ITxpo is the only CIO-focused  
event this year that fully explores what the digital business means, how it works,  
and why it’s of crucial importance to your organization and to your CIO role. 

You will be prompted to apply when you register for the event — no additional cost  
is required.

Three new focused subthemes are included in this year’s  
CIO Program agenda:

CIO PROGRAM

The now 

Renovate and refresh. How will CIOs 
retrofit the core IT functions to align with 
the purposes of the digital business? 
How will CIOs refresh, retool and replace 
IT talent and manage the values of both  
a nascent and an aging workforce?

The new

Commit and drive. What is the CIO’s 
expected role in connecting innovation, 
transformation and market leadership of 
digital businesses? How will CIOs use 
bimodal IT programs to deliver on the 
expectations of the digital business?

The you 

Balance and lead. How will CIOs gain the 
insight, support and strength to reinvent 
themselves while delivering against 
current expectations? How will CIOs and 
their teams prioritize, lead and influence 
across a major and disruptive transition?

Register before 20 March 2015 and save. Visit gartner.com/me/symposium.

Outstanding Yachtsman / Inspirational Adventurer / Company Director and Author of best selling book ‘Close to the Wind’.  
Competed in seven transatlantic and two round-the-world races. Pete has sailed more than 300,000 nautical miles.

Pete has taken on numerous endeavours that share the same four 
principles; innovation, technology, challenge and adventure. An acclaimed 
International Speaker, he draws on his experiences to offer leadership and 
management talks, team-building exercises and training sessions, inspiring 
individuals and groups to achieve beyond what they thought possible.

A regular lecturer at business schools, he is an Associate Fellow of Said 
Business School Oxford University.

Whether Pete is taking on the next sailing challenge or heading expeditions 
to the North Pole he combines a competitive tenacity with a keen ‘will to win’.

From design to completion Pete managed every aspect of the 15 projects 
he took on. 

CIO Exclusive Keynote 
Pete Goss
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Ed Gabrys 
Research Director, 
Gartner

As a CIO Program attendee at Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 
2015, you will experience these EXCLUSIVES:
•  CIO exclusive Keynote

•  Smaller-scale, CIO-only Workshops and Gartner Analyst-User Roundtables*

•   CIO-driven topics identified as key priorities by CIOs themselves

*Preregister on Gartner Events Navigator

 The CIO Program is part of Gartner Symposium/ITxpo. To ensure an exclusive CIO-only experience, attendees must qualify and 

meet the criteria to participate. CIO members of Gartner Executive Programs enjoy all of the benefits associated with this program. 

Who should attend
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo is for CIOs and their IT leadership teams, including:

•  Senior IT leaders across all roles and industries

•   Chief digital officers, chief financial officers, chief innovation officers, chief technology officers

Join 500 senior IT executives, including 200 CIOs, in Dubai this May. To see which companies  
are attending — visit gartner.com/me/symposium.

THe WORLD’S MOST IMPORTAnT GATHeRInG OF CIOs AnD SenIOR IT exeCuTIVeS
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SIGnATuRe SeRIeS feature

The CIO Agenda for 2015
In 2015, CIOs and IT leaders are already 
engaged with the digital realities that are 
facing their businesses and government 
agencies. These considerations now need to 
move from the sidelines to center stage, fast. 
Radical changes in leadership, value and risk 
management, and technology and information 
strategies are required.

SIGNATURE Series

Register before 20 March 2015 and save. Visit gartner.com/me/symposium or call +44 20 8879 2430.

SIGnATuRe SeRIeS sessions include:

The CIO Agenda for 2015 
Lee Weldon 
Research Director 
 

The Top 10 Strategic Technology  
Trends for 2015 and Beyond  
Hung LeHong 
VP & Gartner Fellow 

Mobile Scenario  
David Willis 
VP & Distinguished Analyst

The Signature Series is composed of high-demand sessions that focus on current and 
future technology trends. Striking insights designed to keep leaders at the forefront of 
strategy and technology are delivered at these must-attend sessions, helping IT leaders  
anticipate important shifts and adjust their strategies accordingly. 

Top 10 Emerging Trends and Their Impact  
on Infrastructures and Operations 
Tapati Bandopadhyay 
Research Director 

Information 2020:  
Uncertainty Drives Opportunity
Joao Tapadinhas 
Research Director
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Gartner is excited to bring you an enhanced Peer 
Connect experience at Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 
2015 — a new program dedicated to making it 
easier for best-practice sharing and connecting 
with hundreds of like-minded peers at the 
world’s most important gathering of CIOs and 
senior IT executives. 

THe WORLD’S MOST IMPORTAnT GATHeRInG OF CIOs AnD SenIOR IT exeCuTIVeS

The Peer Connect experience* 
The Peer Connect experience brings the power and 
value of the IT industry’s most influential network,  
Gartner Peer Connect, to Gartner Symposium/ITxpo.

It includes:

• Interactive peer group discussions

• Sessions facilitated by Gartner analysts

• Peer-to-peer sessions

• Industry breakfast

The Peer Connect track 
The Peer Connections track on Gartner Events Navigator 
(our online agenda building tool) makes it easy to find and 
build peer engagement into your event agenda and 
connect with like-minded peers interested in discussing 
similar focus areas. 

*Exclusively for end-user attendees

“ It is often the informal chat over a coffee 
when I meet somebody with a unique 
perspective that expands my 
understanding or lets me know that the 
problem is there.”

“ Symposium is powerful — bringing 
together people from different background 
with common interests, inevitably leading 
to connections and new ideas that 
otherwise wouldn’t happen.” 

“ The conversations are a great way to  
validate information I already have and  
to gather information I didn’t even  
know I needed.” 

Special Event on Wednesday 20 May
Join us for an Evening of Networking and Entertainment!

Enjoy traditional hospitality, wonderful food and unique entertainment as you reflect on the day’s learnings with your 
peers in the boutique setting of the Mina A’Salam. This exclusive event allows you to network with your peers and 
Gartner friends in a relaxed and informal setting.
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CIOs and senior IT leaders must transform their applications strategy to better leverage the 
Nexus of Forces (mobile, social, cloud and information) as a means to drive new and better 
business outcomes. This track addresses two major challenges CIOs are facing today: 
renovating the core and exploiting new trends and patterns. Attendees learn how to reinvent 
their organizations and their core applications for digital business relevance, as well as how to 
design new applications and integration strategies for next-generation success.

KEY CONCEPTS
• Emerging application development and delivery strategies

• Reinventing your application organization

• Renovating your application portfolio

CIOs in the GCC must lead the response to major digital business disruptions while redoubling 
their focus on flawless operational excellence — and reshaping the CIO role itself to meet the 
changing business environment and expectations from the board. This track helps CIOs set the 
agenda for high-performance transformational leadership and organizational renovation, as well 
as expand their digital vision beyond the enterprise. 

KEY CONCEPTS
• Digital business transformation and the CIO’s expanding role

• Creating a bimodal IT organization

• Building a digital business strategy

• Moving from shadow IT to “every budget is an IT budget”

TRACKS

Hung LeHong 
VP and Gartner Fellow,  
Gartner Research

Daryl Carlton 
Director, Gartner Research
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Big data is forcing organizations to make major changes to information strategy and to innovate, 
organizing for effective information value and the modernization of information infrastructure. 
This track is designed to be both practical and forward-looking, focusing on new ways to 
leverage mobile, cloud and social capabilities, and is supported by actionable advice on how 
to get started. Attendees learn how to help their organizations become an information-centric 
digital business, exploiting emerging tools, technology and next practices — and take away an 
invaluable information blueprint for the digital business to apply right away.

KEY CONCEPTS
• Improving business outcomes with information

• Information trends for 2015

• Renovating the information infrastructure

• The information organization: roles and competencies for success

Joao Tapadinhas 
Director, Gartner Research

90+ sessions to choose from

The world of digital business is a reality fast growing around us and I&O leaders in GCC are 
faced with numerous demands to keep pace. Challenges include improving I&O agility and 
efficiency; modernizing the infrastructure; improving IT operational processes and service 
management and focusing on service delivery with the most cost-effective options. Mobility 
and security are top investment priorities in GCC which is creating a new set of challenges for 
CIOs and IT leaders in meeting new digital business needs. In this track, attendees will receive 
guidance on how to plan, deploy and manage networks, devices, unified communications and 
mobile applications from the data center to endpoints anywhere. Also understand new 
perspectives on the risk paradoxes of cloud, virtualization and mobility and also best “bi-modal 
I&O” practices—to lay the foundation for the digital business.

KEY CONCEPTS
• What will be the new challenges as well as opportunities for I&O leaders while steering  

their organizations through the digital wave

• How should the I&O leaders improve agility in a risk-managed manner

• What should the I&O leaders do to measure and demonstrate their strategic value to  
the organization

Tapati Bandopadhyay 
Director, Gartner Research
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TRACKS  90+ sessions to choose from

Skills, Culture and Leadership.  
We are now squarely in the era of digital business. There are 
two questions Gartner receives about this era. The first is 
about culture. How it changes, what exactly changes and 
how the CIO can prepare. The second, especially in the 
GCC, is about talent acquisition – what skills are required 
for digital business, where to find them or develop them 
in-house. This track covers the cultural, leadership and 
talent implications of the digital shift.

Included in our special-topic tracks are sessions unique 
to these topic areas, plus sessions that span the entire 
agenda.

Women CIOs & Senior IT Leader’s Forum. 
Gartner passionately believes in developing outstanding female 
leaders to demonstrate the importance of women leadership in 
IT. In an exclusive Women CIOs and Senior IT Leader’s forum 
at the Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2015.

Gartner offers talented women CIOs and IT leaders across GCC 
— the unrivaled opportunity to explore the importance of women 
in leadership and the impact women leaders are having on the 
technology, economy and to shape their own leadership styles by 
playing to their strengths by a dedicated:

• Exclusive Workshop

•  Exclusive Networking Lunch with Gartner women Analysts

CIOs and senior IT leaders in the GCC must quickly capitalize 
on major business and technology trends, with an emphasis 
on mobility, cloud, the digital workplace, smart government 
and smart machines. This track is designed to help attendees 
understand what new IT approaches support emerging digital 
business strategies. 

KEY CONCEPTS
• What the second half of 2015 will hold for IT

• The top technologies for 2015 and beyond

• Priorities for CIOs and IT leaders in the GCC

Alexa Bona 
Managing Vice President,  
Gartner Research

Richard Hunter 
Vice President and Gartner Fellow, 
Gartner Research
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The most comprehensive industry coverage
Industry-specific networking, sessions, speakers and 
insights span three sectors throughout the week,  
and include discussions on the impact digital  
business has on your industry. 

Financial Services
The challenges of the digital arena facing financial services 
CIOs are threatening to overwhelm their existing technologies, 
business models and processes. This track identifies how you 
can balance the demands of digitalization across technology, 
customer experience, business case and process innovation.

KEY CONCEPTS

• Digital business meets banking

• Payments innovation in a digital world

• Architecting to differentiate the business

Government
While governments have used IT for routine operations, 
they have lagged when it comes to innovative and strategic 
investments. Governments in the GCC are making big 
investments in Smart Cities and Smart Government. This track 
clarifies how to get smart, focusing on the digital government 
vision for the most critical issues challenging CIOs and other 
leaders.

KEY CONCEPTS

• Smart Cities

• Smart Government

• Government IT trends for the next three  
to five years

• Gaining the agility and skills needed for  
a digital world

Oil & Gas
Oil markets have reminded oil and gas leaders of the need 
for flawless operational excellence. Oil and Gas CIOs now 
face a bi-modal challenge. On one hand, they must lead an 
internal transformation of IT that results in extraordinary levels of 
efficiency. Simultaneously, they must collaboratively lead business 
transformation that leverages digital technologies to increase 
productivity across the entire company. This track helps CIOs set 
a relevant IT agenda, appropriate for current market conditions

KEY CONCEPTS

• Data-driven business optimization

• Integrated planning and operations

• Digital workforce enablement

• Digital oil fields and advanced analytics

• Oil prices and IT

INDUSTRY Insight
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SPONSOR-LED

Theater presentations: Solution providers demonstrate their 
products in these short-form sessions.

Solution provider sessions: Exhibitors share their insights on 
the latest products and services through client case studies.

 
 
ANALyST-LED

Theater presentations: These brief sessions focus on  
a Hype Cycle, Magic Quadrant or MarketScope related  
to one of the marketplaces.

Additional features: Emerging Technologies Pavilion, 
Learning labs, networking sessions and receptions offer 
interaction opportunities with Gartner analysts and  
solution providers.

Networking Receptions: Connect with colleagues in 
similar roles who face similar challenges, and interact at 
several networking receptions on the ITxpo showfloor. These 
receptions are designed to build relationships and facilitate 
the meaningful exchange of ideas and information with peers, 
solution providers and the Gartner Analyst community.

At ITxpo explore cutting-edge IT solutions from 40 top providers;  
in addition, attend informative solution provider sessions,  
theatre sessions and participate in learning lab sessions.

Special features

Cutting-edge SOLUTIONS

LEARNING LAB
Avaya are hosting an interactive Learning Lab at Symposium/
ITxpo. The lab will showcase latest innovations and live demos in 
unified communications and collaboration, customer experience 
management, and Software Defined Networks. Join Avaya 
Learning Lab to see how mobile, cloud, open and smart 
technologies lead the way to a new era of true engagement.

Register online at gartner.com/me/symposium (seats are limited).

PREMIER SPONSORS*
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*  Sponsors as of 5 May 2015, and subject to change; premier and marketplace sponsors presenting a solution provider 
session, also subject to change

PLATINUM SPONSORS*

SILVER SPONSORS*

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES PAVILION
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Hotels
You must be registered to book your hotel accommodations, which can be  
reserved directly through the online registration system by visiting the event website. 

What’s included in your registration?
•  Conference attendance 19 – 21 May

•  Gartner Analyst consultative One-on-One Meetings (preconference scheduling required)

•  Workshops and roundtables (preconference scheduling required)

•  Planned functions and meals

•  Wednesday special event

•   Gartner Events On Demand access: Provides year-round access to videotaped  
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2015 analyst sessions. For details and sample trailers,  
visit gartnereventsondemand.com.

The Exclusive CIO Program
If you are a CIO, confirm your eligibility to attend the exclusive CIO Program —  
you will be prompted to apply during the online registration process. 

Gartner Executive Programs members
Take advantage of the complimentary VIP attendance and benefits your Executive  
Programs membership provides. Contact your executive client manager to register  
today to attend Gartner Symposium/ITxpo 2015. 

Gartner Executive Programs members automatically qualify as CIO Program attendees.  
For registration, please contact your Executive Programs service delivery team. 

REGISTER
1. gartner.com/me/symposium
2. emea.registration@gartner.com
3. +44 20 8879 2430
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Follow and connect with us

  Our fastest growing LinkedIn group:  
Gartner Symposium/ITxpo

 #GartnerSym

Gartner Events Navigator 
Prebook high-demand sessions, including Gartner Analyst One-on-One Meetings,  
(maximum of three appointments), and Gartner Analyst-User Rountables or Workshops.

Customize your agenda by analyst or speaker profile, session details, daily activities  
and networking. 

Visit gartner.com/me/symposium and click the “agenda” tab or download the mobile app.  
(iPhone®, iPad® and Android™)

Group Rate Discount 
5 delegates for the price of 4

10 delegates for the price of 8

15 delegates for the price of 12

SPAINBRAZIL AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AFRICAUNITED ARAB
EMIRATES

UNITED STATES

JAPANINDIA

For details on the global series, visit gartner.com/symposium. 

STRATEGIC PARTNER
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AT A GLANCE: 
•  EARLY-BIRD rate expires 20 March 2015

•  Exclusive CIO Program

•  Five IT role-based tracks

•  More than 30 Gartner analysts 

•  Industry Program 

•  More than 30 sponsors, aligned by your interests 

© 2015 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Gartner and ITxpo are 
registered trademarks of Gartner, Inc. or its affiliates. Gartner Peer Connect has been 
issued U.S. Patent No. 8,244,674. For more information, email info@gartner.com or 
visit gartner.com.

PREMIER SPONSORS* STRATEGIC PARTNER

CIOs and senior IT executives like you rely on Gartner for IT 
research, personalized and unbiased insight, and invaluable 
networking to help you with important decision making for your 
organization. Gartner delivers everything you need to advance 
your personal development as business leaders — efficiently  
and effectively. 

World’s largest community 
of CIOs

18,500  
vendor briefings

200,000 
one-on-one client interactions

960 
analysts serve in 85 countries

14,000  
client organizations

75%  
of Global 500
Corporate statistics as of March 15, 2014

POWER of Gartner

Learn more. Visit gartner.com.

Return address
Gartner, PO Box 754, North Shields
NE29 1EJ, United Kingdom


